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1. INTRODUCTION

2. SAFETY INFORMATION

This manual covers the safety information, care instructions, unpacking & initial setup, general 
setup & pack down for the Adventure Kings Swift Tent. The Adventure Kings Swift Tent is 
designed to be used as a recreational outdoor camping tent. For any questions or warranty claims 
please call 1800 883 964. 

Please read and understand all the following safety information prior to using the Adventure Kings 
Swift Tent. Adhering to the following safety warnings will reduce the risk of damage to the product 
or injury to persons. 

• The use of open flame, fuel stoves, generators, combustion motors, heating devices or 
cigarettes near or inside the Adventure Kings Swift Tent is prohibited. The Adventure Kings 

Swift Tent is not designed to ventilate any internal harmful gases or withstand fire. 

• Take care of any pinching hazards caused by the internal frame when setting up or packing 
down the Adventure Kings Swift Tent. Always keep hands clear of pinch points. 

• Do NOT attempt to set up the Adventure Kings Swift Tent in extreme weather.

• It is recommended that all the provided guy ropes & pegs are used in the Adventure Kings 
Swift Tent setup irrespective of weather conditions. 

• Campsite selection should always involve a quick check to ensure the safety of any Adventure 
Kings Swift Tent occupants. Refrain from setting up under large trees, close to waterways or 

near any other potential environmental hazards.

• The Adventure Kings Swift Tent is NOT designed to support any weight.

SAFETY WARNINGS

3.COMPONENTS

Covered by Australian Registered Design 201911281.
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4. CARE INSTRUCTIONS

Please read and understand the following care instructions prior to using the Adventure Kings 
Swift Tent. Obeying these care instructions will increase the ability of the Adventure Kings Swift 
Tent to withstand the elements whilst also prolonging the lifespan of the Adventure Kings Swift 
Tent.

Initial waterproofing/seasoning of the canvas is the most important step in caring for the 
Adventure Kings Swift Tent. See following steps. 

STEP 1

Set up the Adventure Kings Swift Tent outside near a water hose. 

STEP 2

Ensure all canvas doors are rolled down and zipped shut. 

STEP 3 

Using the water hose, completely wet the whole tent focusing on the canvas seams. 

STEP 4 

Once all of the canvas & seams have been wetted, allow the Adventure Kings Swift Tent to 
completely dry. 

Note: some water ingress may occur when seasoning the tent.

STEP 5

Repeat steps 3 & 4 a minimum of three times. 

STEP 6

Once completely dry, pack down the Adventure Kings Swift Tent into the carry bag. The 
Adventure Kings Swift Tent is now ready for future camping adventures.
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5. SETUP INSTRUCTIONS

Setting up your Adventure Kings Swift Tent is a simple process which is explained in the following 
section. Please read the safety information & care information sections of this user manual, before 
using the Adventure Kings Swift Tent. 

STEP 1

Find a flat area and safe campsite to begin initial setup. Unzip the carry bag and lift out the 
Adventure Kings Swift Tent. Put the pegs & guy rope bag and awning poles off to one side. 

STEP 2

Start by opening out the left hand side pivoting tent frame first 
followed by the right hand side. Left and right is determined 
when facing the front door of the tent. 
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STEP 3

Unzip the front door & awning. Step into the tent through the 
front door and grab the frame in the centre. Begin to lift the 
frame up. The Adventure Kings Swift Tent will start to take 
shape. Lift the frame until the front door wall is nearly vertical. 

STEP 4

Whilst holding the front wall close to vertical with one hand grab the side scissor locks with the 
other hand and slide them into the open position. A velcro safety strap is located on each scissor 
lock to secure them and prevent unlocking.
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STEP 5

Retrieve the pegs & guy ropes bag. Start to peg down each corner of the Adventure Kings Swift 
Tent followed by pegging down all the guy ropes. All supplied pegs & guy ropes should be used 
irrespective of weather conditions. 

STEP 6

This step has three options. 

1. Zip the front awning panel shut to add a second layer of canvas to the front door. 

2. Unzip the front awning, roll the awning up and secure using plastic toggles. 

3. Unzip the front awning and insert the two telescopic awning poles into any of the awning 
eyelets. The telescopic awning poles can be extended or shortened using the camlock. 
Once awning pole height has been set add guy ropes to the top of the awning poles (2 
ropes per pole), peg out and tighten. Max recommended awning height is 1850mm.

ZIPPED SHUT
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ROLLED UP

AWNING POLES IN CORNER LOCATION

AWNING POLES IN CENTRE EYELETS AND FRONT 
SECTION GUY ROPED DOWN TO AN ANGLE
Note: The centre eyelets can be tied down with additional guy 
ropes to create awning water runoff during wet weather. 
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6. PACK DOWN INSTRUCTIONS

Packing down the Adventure Kings Swift Tent is simply a reverse of the setup instructions. The 
following pack down tips will help to make sure every camping trip with the Adventure Kings Swift 
Tent is an easy one. 

PACK DOWN TIP 1

Never pack down the Adventure Kings Swift Tent wet as this can cause mould and unwanted 
smells. If there is no option but to pack down the tent wet, then it is recommended to set the tent 
up once the wet weather has passed and allow it to dry. 

PACK DOWN TIP 2

Fold the right hand side frame inwards before the left hand side when reversing setup Step 2.
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PACK DOWN TIP 4

Never use soap, detergent, petrol or solvents to 
clean the Adventure Kings Swift Tent. Only use 
mildly warm water and a soft brush. 

PACK DOWN TIP 5

Slightly unzip all the canvas and mesh doors 
when packing down to allow the air to escape 
when rolling up. This will make it easier to get 
back in the carry bag too. 

PACK DOWN TIP 3

The two rear guy ropes on the Adventure Kings 
Swift Tent can be permanently tied to the tent 
tag and stored in the convenient canvas pouch 
located directly under the tent tag when packing 
down. 
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WARRANTY PERIOD:

Full 12 month warranty from date of purchase against all manufacturing defects.

WHAT DOES THE WARRANTY COVER?

Under normal usage conditions, this warranty covers:

a. Any defect in design or manufacture which results in the product failing to perform substantially as described 
in authorised advertising or literature.

b. We will either repair or replace the product at our discretion providing that the fault is found to have been 
caused by a design or manufacturing defect and not misuse or tampering.

Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are 
entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation for any other reasonably 
foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be 
of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure. The bene�ts provided to you as the 
consumer by this warranty are in addition to other rights and remedies available to you under the law.

THE WARRANTY DOES NOT COVER:

a. Any damage resulting from improper use

b. 

c. The cost of removing and reinstalling the product

d. Travel and /or other expenses due to customer’s remote location

e. Transport charges and damage in transit. It is your responsibility to deliver and pick up your product, 
including any costs associated with the postage of your repair or replacement product. If you do freight your 
product we recommend that you insure against loss or damage.

f. Any loss directly or indirectly associated with the product failing to operate.

g. Damage caused by mould, insects, animals, misuse, incorrect operation, adverse weather, accidents 

and fair wear and tear

TO MAKE A CLAIM, PLEASE ENSURE YOU RETAIN YOUR SALES RECEIPT OF PURCHASE 

1800 88 39 64

12 MONTH LIMITED

WARRANTY

OUTDOOR SUPACENTRE PTY LTD
2 Stanley St Silverwater NSW, 2128
PHONE: 1800 88 39 64
www.4wdsupacentre.com.au


